


We produce a tangible quarterly publication 
to bring solid, contemporary work from ALL 
women, gender non-conforming, Trans, Trans 
POC & LGBTQIA artists into our community. 
Considering the voices amplif ied most by 
the mainstream media, we find this endeavor 
necessary and wish to work against the very 
systems that are silencing us. Our goal is to 
create a platform where people can discover 
and listen to new voices and visions from the 
artists we feature.
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Juicy is interpreted on many levels 

here, we wanted to elaborate on 

different forms of what juicy can 

be.  We explored the wide reaches 

of a word like juicy and strived to 

reimagine the visual phenomena 

that we associate with the word. 

Juicy is all around us.  A squished 

banana, wet texture, a shape, a 

piece of fabric that forms with the 

body etc. Juicy is the hot fresh 

gossip going around that everyones 

talking about, that really doesn’t 
matter, but we’re here to show you 

it does. There is a thrill associated 

with redefining and opening our 

minds to broader definitions. We 

hope this is just the beginning of 

your juicy exploration.
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S. Nicole
    LaneNicole 

Lane



As someone whose personal health 
is quite obsessively linked to the 
skin — the flesh, the layers, the 
cells, and the mingling in between 
— Nicole’s artistic practice is deeply 
rooted and dedicated to exploring 
her personal narrative, and where 
her body belongs in a space that 
continuously brawls with her. Through 
physical and emotional obstacles, 
her work is centered around the 
process of finding the answers, not 
really considering the question, and 
laughing at the root of it all. 

Nicole’s professional work as a writer 
relies heavily on women’s health, 
specifically, sexual health, and her 
late diagnosis of vaginismus and the 
discovery of pre-cancerous cells 
in 2015 forced her to reevaluate 
her space as a young, breathing, 
sexual human being. As her work 
corresponds to her personal 
pleasure with flesh and skin, it 
traverses beyond aesthetics and 
into her necessary recovery, both 
psychological and physical. 

Many of Nicole’s artistic materials 
stem from the bedroom and the 
doctor’s office — both sterile and 
delicate, they conflate to create a 
cohesive and introspective body of 
work that addresses and alleviates 
trepidations. Tools used for dilation, 
protection, and resilience are all 
necessary to Nicole’s practice.

Utilizing assemblage and sculpture, 
Nicole’s work draws attention to the 
fragile and the grotesque. Her work 
aims to reduce the body to a lump, 
a knot, a never-ending coil which 
eradicates our past knowledge of 
the human form and introduces the 
stupid, silly, parcel that is holding it all 
in and letting it all drain out.

S. Nicole
    LaneNicole 

Lane

www.snicolelane.com
@verified_virgo
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When I think of the word ‘juicy’, I 
imagine something that is ready to burst 
(or is in the process of bursting). That’s 
how I came to water balloons. They are 
the ultimate juicy. Loving plastic sacks 
of faucet juice.   I decided to use them 
as inspiration for a surrealist series of 
infomercials that I am making for an 
artist TV channel. So here we are.
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I make paintings, sculptures, 
and videos and am interested in 
things that make you feel good 
and bad at the same time.

- AL



Nicole Bean
Columbus(??), Ohio

Nicole Bean
@40oz.ofbean



Lucy Gregory
Amersham, UK
Lucy-Gregory.co.uk 

My work is a series of exhales and inhales, 

compressions and expansions. Flatness and 

the haptic are themes that drive my work: 

depth, volume and the transient articulate my 

engagement with these energetic processes. 

My material-led practice teasingly investigates 

transformation and the potential of media. 

Throwaway, mundane objects are abstracted and 

reformed into something wonderfully tactile, 

reshaped before the point of a total loss of use 

and ruin - to a distinct moment of tension and 

material potential.
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Sidney 



In my creative research, I find myself 
wedged in a space where gender 
matters tremendously and matters not 
very much at all.

Gender, agreed to be a social 
construct, regularly flirts with 
sexuality. They can be distinct 
from one another, but are usually 
involved. Both are serious subjects 
of study consistently under scrutiny 
to understand what they really are; 
yet, they operate on fluid spectrums 
of ever-expanding lexicons and are 
celebrated for this inclusivity. 

Again, mattering to admit to not 
mattering at all. It is this very 
instability of their categories that 
produces such intrigue and pleasure 
for me as a maker. Driven by haptic 
obsession, it is through making that I 
try to understand them, and then push 
their instability further.
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With performance-based 

video, interactive objects 

and sculpture, I ask what 

it means to woman – and 

to understand the narrow 

bandwidth in which she 

is performed safely and 

without scrutiny despite 

her shifting reality.
Sydney
    Mullis

- SM
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Lorem Ipsum, California
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Laura Soto
Lorem Ipsum, California
Lauracatherinesoto.com

Laura Soto
California

Lauracatherinesoto.com

@lauracatherinesoto



Dana 

Lynn 

Harper

In this time of political and 
social turmoil, racially motivated 
violence, and police brutality; 
my installations are a reactionary 
response. Using overpowering color, 
inviting textures and playful forms, 
the works are a portal into a new 
invented world. Escapism manifests 
into new places to exist mentally 
and physically. Often mimicking 
nature in form, they provide a 
place of comfort, a safe space, and 
ultimately a moment of relief. 

Through experimentation, I ignore 
traditional techniques, starting with 
sourcing my materials from thrift, 
craft, and hardware stores. Works 
are a series of marks, sometimes 
a literal mark of flagging tape or 
a small painting amongst a mass 
collection. All visual elements 
are conceptually equal, no one 
piece or object is more important 
than another; highlighting the 
importance of individuality 
and equality and the power of 
community.

danalynnharper.com
@danalynnharper



Melissa

Vogley 

Woods

 I am interested in the loss 
of marginalized voices to a curated 
system of history. The process of 
my work is to create a speculation 
of what these voices are and were 
or would have been, abstractly. This 
body of work is influenced by painters 
that explored utopian concepts, 
transcendental abstraction, and 
those who are channeling from some 
unknown place. I am interested 
in referencing work that reaches 
out from or to an abyss (femmes 
own the abyss!) For example, the 
current work is influenced by forms 
used by femmes abstractionists and 
their contrasting or paralleling of 
stereotypical “femme” shapes and 
colors. 

The forms are culled from what Fanny 
Sosa calls the “Magic womb - space”. 
I think of it as a centrally located body 
space that is not about a uterus but a 
place of ambiguity and creation from 
within.

 This deep space is where my work 
connects with the topic of juicy. Dark, 
hidden, unknowable, wet, fertile as 
well as bas-ass and determinately 
strong and grotesque. I pull from this 
central space using my influences to 
make a post-patriarchal speculation 
form within a patriarchal abyss.

I am interested in the loss of 
marginalized voices to a curated 
system of history. The process of 
my work is to create a speculation 
of what these voices are and were 
or would have been, abstractly. 
This body of work is influenced 
by painters that explored utopian 
concepts, transcendental 
abstraction, and those who are 
channeling from some unknown 
place. I am interested in referencing 
work that reaches out from or to 
an abyss (femmes own the abyss!) 
For example, the current work is 
influenced by forms used by femmes 
abstractionists and their contrasting 
or paralleling of stereotypical 
“femme” shapes and colors. 
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WEIGHED DOWN BY SOMETHING 

CHOKING ON SOMETHING ELSE I DIDN’T 

WANT TO THINK ABOUT HOW YOU WERE 

DEAD BUT WHEN I SAW YOUR BODY IN 

THE CASKET THERE WAS A FINALITY TO IT 

AND I START TO WONDER WHAT IS NEXT 

AND THINK ABOUT MY OWN MORTALITY 

I’M IN LOVE WITH A MAN WHO THINKS 

ABOUT WORLD PEACE AND LOVE IT SEEMS 

SO NAÏVE BUT I AM JADED AND HAVE 

LET HATE TAKE ME OVER AND I TRY TO 

THINK ABOUT BEAUTY AND HUMANITY 

BUT I’M WEIGHED DOWN LOOKING FOR 

SEARCHING FOR READY TIME IS A WASTIN 

G MO V I N  G FASTER THAN BEFORE AND 

SOME ON E EEE TOLD ME ABOUT A BLACK 

HOLE THAT IS SLOWLY DESTROYING THE 

UNIVERSE AND WHEN I WAKE UPAT NIGHT 

I THINK ABOUT THE BLACK HOLE ANDD 

MY NIGHTMARES AND REFLECT ON THE 

LOVE I SHOULD GIVE AND WAS DENIED 

AND A GOLDEN CHAIN DANGLES FROM A 

CLOSED HAND
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Lana Licata

California

@
lanalicata    lanalicata.com
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I remember you
I remember
The peaches were in season
When I met you
I remember
Sundrenched trees
And full fruit
Blushing the color of evening skies
Cheeks perpetually pink
I saw it when I looked in your eyes
Magic
As raw as flesh 
More intimate than a kiss
And I remember
The bellies of clouds were heavy
The night I fell for you
Grazing the horizon
Like the bellies of tigers 
Stalking the earth
And like our knees
Underneath the dinner table
I remember
The way you dug your 
fingers into the soil
Soul 
Dip-dyed in dirt
A little more real than the rest of us
And I remember
Your hair was littered with stars
The morning I realized
You were the reason
The dawn breaks
Melting everyone in your wake
With your light
And your words
The way summer rain melts

And I remember
How it felt 

When you were done with me 

How you cut down our tree
While I was still in it
And I caught myself on the concrete
Powdery bits of pavement
Pressing into my palms
I remember
It stung 
When the constellations cut open my knees
And the peach juice
Dripped out
Mixing sweetly with the streaming blood of clouds
Bellies pierced by light
Draining
Until I was empty
And now my cheeks are stained as red
As sun-dried berries
Floating on yesterday’s puddles
Just another crack in your dinner table
I wonder
Will I remember you 
The way the Sun 
Remembers the Moon?
I don’t know
But I remember the tigers, the soil, the rain
Memories of the Milky Way 
Embedded in my skin
I remember
I remember
When the peaches were in season

Bianca

Caniglia



I have been a professional musician, 
producer, and clinician for 25+ years.
Anyone else reading this that is also on 
such a journey knows very well it’s far 
from an easy lifestyle. Nonetheless, it’s 
what I do. It’s really all I know how to do. 

I’ve struggled with gender identity for 
most of my life. I began to naturally 
express myself was early as age 5.
To make a very long story short, this 
expression cost me dearly throughout 
my childhood. Both at my ever changing 
families, homes & schools. By the dawn 
of my adolescence, I was a victim of 
multiple sexual, physical assaults, trauma 
& rape. 

So I buried myself in studying music 
in every way humanly possible in my 
sordid situation. Studying everyone I 
could. The library was my sanctuary. By 
16 I was doing weekly gigs and teaching 
lessons 5 days a week after school. I 
had made a vow to myself to bury who 
I really felt inside who I was and simply 
devote my life to music.

Seemed like a fair trade at that time. 
I had never even heard of the word 
“Transgender” until I was in my late 20s.
I lived in vault for two decades, very 
quietly, and deeply depressed & 
miserable. However, I LOVED music 
and LOVED the idea of life. So I
carried on...

During these two decades, I worked 
hard to always bring a high level of 
proficiency to the table. I planted many 
good seeds along the way. I always tried 
my very best to have good relationships 
with people I was involved with musically 
& otherwise. I found so many ways 
through music and in the business of 
music to be “secretly” genderless.

 To cross many social demographic 
situations. Often times I would be 
amazed I was a part of. It fed the outer 
depths of my soul wonderfully, while 
my core was decaying & dying. Slowly & 
surely. 

I kept up a masterpiece of a wall to 
“protect” these precious relationships 
and it began to take it’s toll on me. 
So, I began the slow process of 
retraction as gradually as I could. I had 
decided it was best to remove myself 
from the planet, so I made arrangements 
for that as I continued to finish up my 
contracts for the year.

I had a family to help support. So 
navigating an exit as smoothly as 
possible was very important.  It broke 
my heart to leave them and all who I 
loved behind. However, the parasite had 
fully convinced me it was for the very 
best. In fact, I would be doing all of them 
the greatest service possible by taking 
my own life. It wasn’t a good scene. 

Another long story short, I took a 
chance on the universe and decided 
to stay and transition. It was the best 
choice I›ve ever made outside of 
bringing a child into the world. So, where 
to go from here right?...

In early transition I decided the smartest 
choice was to seek as much studio work 
as possible. So I could be less in the 
visual public eye. it proved to be a good 
choice for me as I navigated this new 
frontier, filled with great challenge and 
wonder. I operated this way for about a 
solid year, slowly but surely coming out 
to friends and colleagues one at a time. 
I removed myself from all social media 
until I could get some sort of foundation 
for a new life created.

I was very fortunate that many of those 
I had come out to early on, helped find 
me projects and work. I’m so grateful to 
this day for them. it had everything to 
do with getting to the balance beam I 
reside on now.

After about a year I felt it was time to 
come out. There is NO other fearful 
experience I can recall than the days 
leading up to such a cacophony of 
feelings, emotions, wonders, fears etc...
I started with my most important client. I 
had a dinner date with them to talk about 
upcoming projects and asked them via 
text if they could handle me showing up 
“looking a little more fabulous?”...
That evening was a cornerstone in my 
life. I opened up about everything and 
not only were they compassionate and 
receptive, they were greatly inspired to 
show immediate support.

This client asked with my permission if 
they could share this news with our fellow 
colleagues, I agreed, even though it 
scared me beyond description. Mind you 
this is a cast of about 100 people all over 
the country.

Well...for the next 3 days I was gracefully 
flooded with support and excitement. 
Astonishment and encouragement. Most 
amazing experience ever. It was a great 
way to start a new life and chapter.

Of course, once coming out I continued 
to receive a truly beautiful and immense 
amount of support. I was so amazed and 
humbled by it all. I also dealt with lots of 
anger, resentment, hatefulness, threats, 
vulgarity unimaginable and simply lots of 
the dark in others.

You never set out to hurt or disappoint 
anyone with transition. Transition 
is simply survival for many of us. 
nonetheless, people are going to come 
out of the woodwork to express their 
anger and confusion about it.

You have got to get tough, well up your 
strength and keep yourself centered 
everyday to the best of your ability. 
If you can afford therapy, keep up with 
it. Take care of your mental and physical 
health. Transition is a roller coaster 
without a seatbelt. Mentally & physically. 
it’s all about keeping a grip on your self-
worth and gratitude of your precious life. 
because now, it belongs to YOU. 
 

Surviving in the 

Professional 

Music World as 

a Transgender 

Human Being



Any sort of daily morning / evening 
meditation is key. You have to raise your 
own inner child once again. That’s the 
truth. You’re starting over. Be be grateful 
that you can. You absolutely must leave 
the ways that have failed you behind. 
If you’re in a very sensitive space, stay 
away from news and social media that 
will trigger a depletion of self worth 
and self care. This is a tough one. One 
I work on constantly. Stay focused on 
your work and get your schedule full of a 
balance of things. time to make as much 
opportunity for yourself as possible, 
days/weeks to continue resonating on 
growing and learning through transition. 
it’s vital to do this.

You are going experience many of 
what I call “silent killers”... Friends and 
colleagues who just “vanish” from your 
life. Don’t be surprised. Some of my 
closest connects have dealt with my 
transition this way. Yes, it fucking hurts. 
Yet life moves on. 

YOUR LIFE.

You got to do you. You have to 
constantly keep your self in forward 
motion. If you do, you will very quickly 
discover the beautiful miraculous power of 
manifestation. «What you want, you will 
truly get...and what you don›t want you 
will truly get». So keep yourself focused 
and balanced as much as possible. If you 
partake in substances of any kind, take a 
break for a while until you can get used to 
living your life authentically. 

You’re going to have times you’re really 
high on life, you’ll probably celebrate with 
friends and have some drinks, but it can 
lead to an easier and vicious disaster than 
in your past life. Keep your body and mind 
clean.

Also if you begin Hormone Replacement 
Therapy (HRT), It’s a great responsibility 
and you WILL have to make changes to 
your lifestyle and diet. It’s key if you want 
to keep getting opportunities to further 
your career and work. The more you work 
and obtain, then better you can balance 
and make choices for your life.

 Your non-conforming gender life is a 
precious gift. Never assume anything or 
that anyone is in support of you or not. 
Get over that notion immediately.

The world-wide music scene and even 
the LGBT scene are polluted with people 
who will try to take you down. Make an 
example of you and use your energy 
against you. I’ve so been there.
Be grateful for your self and where you 
are in the present tense. In the now. You 
don’t need to prove shit to anyone. Show 
up to your gig, be the most prepared and 
do a better job than anyone for no other 
reason that you are simply into what 
you›re doing whole heartedly.

If you have even the slightest agenda of 
needing acceptance, assurance, or praise 
in these situations, it can make a great 
day turn to a disaster in the beat of a 
heart. Relax and let the music ride you 
through.

You WILL be thrust in situations where 
you’re the most on point in a group, 
yet you’ll be utterly ignored, interrupted, 
talked over, pushed aside, excluded, 
called out, late to be paid, humiliated, 
threatened, possibly harmed etc... 
You will also taste the finest serving of 
passive aggressive bullshit served to you 
piping hot and on a silver platter. You will. 
I assure you.

Prepare yourself to protect your heart 
and mind  and don’t fall prey to the 
triggers. Do not allow the circulation 
of it’s anxiety orchestrate your present 
tense. Try to trust that maybe the 
universe is looking out for you in that 
moment and has decided that you 
needed to be excluded from that 
situation because greener pastures are 
ahead for you. 

It sure as fuck doesn’t feel like that at the 
time. But you have to trust that unless 
someone is attacking you directly, they 
don’t owe you any consideration. You 
don’t owe them either. You need to keep 
on your own new path and keep balance 
about what works and what doesn’t.

I lost SO MUCH WORK when I first 
came out. You would not believe it. 
Within a year, I began to obtain TWICE 
as much QUALITY work because I chose 
to remove myself from situations that did 
not serve me anymore.

One thing that’s wonderful about 
transitioning is that you get a full course 
degree in this concept. Transitioning 
is the hardest and yet most rewarding 
frontier I’ve ever encountered.  It’s 
important to develop an inner and outer 
rapport with yourself. It’s so easy to let 
this slip away. it’s the framework for 
your foundation of this new life. Stand 
in front of the mirror in the morning and 
be kind to yourself. Wish and will what 
you truly need and want for yourself, and 
realistically need from others.

You will absolutely discover a 
resonance of balance you’ve never 
found anywhere else.

Be kind and patient of others. There are 
a myriad of those who sincerely don’t 
understand or relate to you or your story. 
It doesn’t mean they are an immediate 
threat to you or even uninterested. 
You’ll find many more than not will 
veer to the side of compassion and 
understanding. Especially if they’re lucky 
enough to witness your efflorescence. 
Everyone here is learning and growing in 
their own way. 

You are a gift to this world.
You are unique because you are a rare & 
precious collection of spirit and light that 
has manifested in you since you entered 
this spinning wheel of a world.
You are beautiful. You absolutely are 
because you’re authentic and brave as 
fuck to hang on to your life and raise to 
it’s prism of light that is indeed your soul. 
Your spirit.

What you are is needed in this world. You 
have something to bless others with that 
nobody else has. You have a strength that 
few obtain in the way that have.
 Live free within yourself and celebrate 
with self care, gratitude, and continuum.

In love, music, and lipstick,
Lisa Bella Donna

https://lisabelladonna.bandcam
p.com
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From an early age I was pushed from 
the male dominated den of my family 
and into a seat at the women’s table. 
My adolescence was spent as the darling 
of the four madonnas I had doting on 
my every move. When I step in front 
of the lens I am interested in queering 
heteronormative space through candy-
coated hyperreal tableaus. 

These are reimagined from my 

childhood misguidings, porn 

films, pop culture, heartbreaks, 

hookups, and the melting pots 

created in-between.C
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My work incorporates both found 
and fabricated objects to more 
closely approximate how artificial 
things fit into my surroundings. 
Through a combination of strange 
materials and confectionary forms, 
my work literalizes my obsession with 
consumption and conversation, and 
helping me to navigate that tenuous 
space between confidence and self-
consciousness, frivolous and forced.  
These pieces are my way of escaping a 
situation – I’m ignoring my obligation 
to communicate and indulging in my 
instinct to overanalyze and reimagine 
what’s really going on around me.
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braxtoncongrove.com
@ b_congrove

Braxton 

Congrove



braxtoncongrove.com
@ b_congrove

www.betsystout.com
@madmadbunbun

Betsy Stout 
Chicago IL
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Claire 

Smith

claireesmith.blogspot.com
@clairesidotes
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Annie 

Noelker

Annienoelkerphoto.com
@annienoel



@tomboy.taylor

Hannah 

Taylor
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Moxy Martinez
Columbus, Ohio

moxy-music.com 
@moxymartinez
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Detroit, M
ichigan This is a scene and environment from 

a play written from text messages 
between my mother and I. The play is 
led by a drag persona based on how i 
think my mom truly is. This character 
will guid viewers through the scene 
in a comical and including manor.the 
scene being depicted is a realization 
where my mother tries to blend in to 
the floral pattern to spy on her son 
who has not been home in far to long.

@rollerbladingprince_
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In the pulsing quiet, you wait for something, anything, to keep you still, to hold you down. 
Nothing and no one comes, so you attempt to relax into the virtually empty room.

Chaka Khan plays from the laptop on the desk and you listen closely as the lyrics soak into your 
pores. They don’t belong to you, never have, but you bathe in them because you haven’t taken 
the time to clean the bathtub since you moved in and its surface has built up a thin-layer of 
something rust-colored. 

virtual, adj.

1. Senses relating to particular qualities or physical virtues; 
a. Inherently powerful or effective owing to particular natural qualities1

“how else do you experience a flight from the body2,” your friend asks.

“Fucking? Yeah, fucking, probably.” you respond, far look in your eyes.

I can sense your needs / Like rain unto the seeds / I can make a rhyme / Of confusion in your 
mind / And when it comes down to some good old-fashioned love, / That’s what I’ve got baby, 
‘cause3…

…Like rain unto the seeds, as if in this metaphor she actually is water. Maybe it’s like when you 
water the fern in your kitchen and she screams out in joy as the moisture fills her root system. 
New growth. Germination, now isn’t that is sexy? What do you accomplish when you make this 
analogy? It would probably be useless to define water here. Imagine you are water. What body 
of water would you be? Does water have a body? Do you have a body?
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Looking up the prefix dis– you read…
 
3. “As a living prefix, with privative force” many times over. 
a. “implying removal, aversion, negation, reversal of action.” 

Maybe what you really mean when you say disembodiment, is something like utter 
embodiment, to the fullest extent of being in, or existing as, a body. 

I’m every woman / It’s all in me / Anything you want done, baby / I’ll do it naturally…

natural, adj.

1. Existing in, determined by, conforming to, or based on nature 
2. Consistent with nature; normal, expected. 
a. Ordinary; conforming to a usual or normal character (or constitution).4

And yet, to exist in, be determined by, or conform to anything like this would be to erase 
every part of your body you have written love letters to. And those babies have already been 
postmarked, so good luck with that. 
 
Unsurprisingly, your search history reveals the innumerable ways that you voluntarily objectify, 
commodify and manipulate your body, your-self. How many times are you going to click 
“Forgot your password?” You like to think about being subject and object simultaneously, but 
letting it all fall slowly backward in cogent descent is hardly enough these days. 

You know it’s about time to start rethinking your own boundaries and perversities. But what will 
it take for all those passing faces to reimagine your surface as a lens5—like your body of water—
both reflecting and diffracting the curves of your neck, hips, and lips. 



Notes

1. “virtual, adj. and n.” OED Online. March 2017. Oxford University Press.

2. Not to get too theoretical here, because I’m really most interested in deconstructing what Christiane Paul is talking about…“…

virtual reality is the manifestation and continuation of a flight from the body that has its origins in the fifteenth-century invention 

of linear perspective vision. However, the concept of disembodiment radically denies the physicality of our bodies and the reality of 

our interaction with computers, which still very much is a physical process that in many ways forces us to conform to the set-up of a 

machine.” Paul, Christiane. Digital Art (Third edition) (World of Art). 2003. 

3. If you ever ride with me in my car or walk in on me showering you might actually hear the melody of Chaka Khan. “I’m Every 

Woman.” WBS 8683. Warner Bros Records. Vinyl. 1978.

4. “natural, adj. and adv.”. OED Online. March 2017. Oxford University Press.

5. A relationship between or upon—as in the relation between two points—the surface of screens unplugged but still glowing.
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